
These boots will fit the 12-18 month age range and can easily be 
adapted to make smaller or larger sizes. 

Fast Project 
While sewing up this pair and stopping to take some photos it took 
around 30 minutes start to finish for these beauties. =)

Cute Toddler Booties Sewing Pattern



Materials 

The great thing about these is that you have a lot of options when it 
comes to fabric choices. 

For this pair, I used: 
• a Michael Miller cotton print for the outside, 
• a fleece solid for this warm inside, and 
• soft white leather scraps for the sole. 
• You'll also need 13 inches of elastic, and
• about 5 inches of velcro. 

Now, let’s begin. I'm a very relaxed sewer.  I don't usually pin or iron, 
and keeps things very simple.

https://amzn.to/3bWoDZg


Pattern 



Ensure the pieces mirror each other!

 



Instructions 

Sew the elastic ends onto the lining main body piece using a 1/4" 
seam allowance. It should be placed approximately 2 1/2" from the 

bottom.

 Pull the elastic tight with the fabric and use a zigzag stitch to sew all 
the way across.



 When you release the fabric it will gather. 

 
Separate the hook and loop velcro pieces. 

Stitch them onto the outer fabric pieces on the end,
 opposite of where the cut out is. 

You'll want it to be 1” from the top and 1” from the side. 



 

The velcro will go on the lining pieces on the end with the cut out. I 
know it can look confusing but we will be turning and topstitching …

 
You don't want to put it on the wrong side,

 … like I did the very first time I made these. 



Line up the longer curve of the shoe top to the cut out in the main 
body piece. 

Stitch using 1/4" allowance. 



Repeat this step with the lining fabric.

Right sides together, sew the lining 
and outer fabric together along sides and top, 

but not the bottoms.
 

Turn right side out and 
top stitch 1/8" around top and sides. 



Line up the Velcros so that the ends will overlap. 
Sew in place from 1" below Velro to bottom. 

Make sure to catch elastic ends at this time as well.
Carefully pin the sole piece along the bottom.

  

Because the ‘leather’ is soft on the wrong side, 
we don't need a lining piece.  



Zig zag around the edges.

Turn right side out & you're done.



Enjoy!

Original by Kassie, Going Green with the Grizls
Edited by Rose, FineCraftGuild
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